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great conviction. Particularly evocative were the home-made metal chimes, 
and effective if somewhat cautious use was made of inside of the piano. 
The. role .of the organ seemed somethi'i1g of an anomaly. It was the only sus-
taining iristrurrient, yet rather than being the "odd man out" of the composer's 
programme note it seomed to provide a kind of 'background continuum', except 
in its :relatively few percussive passages. It thusheld together an other-
wise rather fragmented, quasi-improvisatory texture. 

It was the improvisatory texture which was the core of the piece's prob-
lem; though there ·were impressive climaxes, notably towards the beginning and 
towards the end, a large part of the central portion vvas taken. up with rather 

· colourless held organ chords, and the composer did not seem to have dravm a 
cog(;';)nt formal structure with his material. Yet, since very little of the 
piece was not specified in the score we did not experience either the drama. 
which can issue from free Or•COntrolled improvisation by an experienced group. 
This kind of problem is in my opinion responsible for much of the boredom 
induced by a. good deal of contemporary music. 

TONY CARVER 

COf\fTAC-! 
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CONTR( BU-1 ORS 
WE PARTICULARLY NEED ARTICLES AND REVIEWS 

ON POP, JAZZ AJill) FOLK MUSIC. 

Contributions should be sent to:-

Keith Potter 
c/o Barber Institute of Fine Arts 
University of Birmingham 
Edgbaston . 
Birmingham Bl5 2TU. 
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